Starting from the formulation of the tableau calculus as it is presented in the textbooks we give an operational description of the tableau method in terms of abstract state maschines at various levels of re nement ending after four stages at a speci cation that is very close to the leanT A P implementation of the tableau calculus in PRO-LOG. Proofs of correctness and completeness of the re nement steps are given.
Introduction
Abstract state machines, formerly called "evolving algebras", have to date primarily been used for problems of reverse engineering, namely for speci cations of existing programming languages, protocols and architectures. In this paper we employ abstract state machines (ASMs) in a software development task: starting from the description of the tableau calculus for rst-order predicate logic as it is presented in textbooks we develop more and more concrete ASM-models leading eventually to a PROLOG implementation. For the rst two re nement steps considered here, completeness and correctness of the new rule system with respect to the previous rule system is proved. We present these proofs from a mathematical perspective, but with su cient details. It will be apparent that with some extra e ort the proof steps could be broken down into single assertions ready to be handled by an automated theorem prover. In an additional step this description of the algorithm could be tied in with the operational description of PROLOG as given in 5] and even further with the description of an implementation of PROLOG at the Warren abstract machine level as treated in 3] and 5].
It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that it is possible to give a formal operational semantics at each stage of the development of a complex programming task without spending more e ort than what is needed for traditional design approaches. It is hoped that the advantages of this formal approach will assist distributed program development, will eventually lead to automated or semi-automated correctness proofs and will bring about a better understanding and comparision of the di erent approaches and design decisions in implementing tableau calculi.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we brie y review the necessary background on abstract state machines. Section 3 contains the ASM description of the textbook version of the tableau calculus with a quick look at the usual correctness and completeness proofs adapted to the present context. The abstract state maschine at this level has been checked using the abstract state maschine compiler described in 2]. The textbook model is re ned in section 4 to what we call the search model of the tableau calculus which places greater emphasis on the search for a closed tableau. This is followed by the proof that the re nement step preserves correctness and completeness of the method in section 5. A further re nement, mainly replacing abstract data types and functions of the previous levels by more concrete instances, is presented in section 6 together with a sketch of the corresponding correctness and completeness proofs. In the last section, section 7, we give the ASM rules for a nal re nement of the tableau calculus that is very close to the PROLOG implementation shown in gure 3.
Abstract State Maschines
Abstract state maschines have been developed in 7] and 10] under the name "evolving algebras". For an elegant introduction see 8] . The basic concept behind abstract state maschines is an abstract machine as given by a collection of ( nite) mathematical structures (states) and a set of transition rules among them. For our purposes it su ces to consider sequential abstract state maschines. The structures are many-sorted, ( 10] shows how this can be reduced to the case of a structure with a single universe) universes may be empty and functions are allowed to be partial. We use f(a) =? to denote that the function f is unde nied for the argument a. We with function updates U 1 ; : : : ; U k . In 9] it has been shown how universe extensions can be reduced to function updates. To improve readability we will freely use the LET construct to denote textual substitution. Now assume that a signature and a set of ASM rules R has been xed. A computation of R consists of a nite or in nite sequence of states M 0 : : :M n : : :, such that for each n > 0 M n arises from M n?1 by one application of some rule in R 2 .
It is also useful to divide the function symbols in into two classes: static symbols do not appear as the outermost symbol on the left-hand side of an update in R and thus will never be changed by the rules in R, while dynamic symbols may be changed by a rule application.
The Textbook model for Tableau Calculus
This section introduces ASM-rules that describe the tableau calculus as you nd it in textbooks. The states of these machines will be called TB-states in the sequel and will be the basis for further re nements.
TB-Universes and -Functions
There are two essentially di erent steps in the tableau calculus: expanding a tableau and trying to close a tableau. We use a 0-ary function mode to indicate which of these two possibilities, expand or close, is active.
The expansion operations are performed with respect to one formula on one branch that is currently in focus within a tableau that is currently worked on. We call these respectively the current formula, the current branch and the current tableau. Therefore TB-states will contain the following 0-ary function symbols: ctab current tableau cbranch current branch cfml current formula mode current mode A leading "c" in the name of a 0-ary function stands for "current".
In the textbook version of the tableau calculus there will always be just one tableau, which is then of course the current tableau. In later re nements there will be states containing more than one tableau.
A typical proof search in tableau calculus will switch between mode = expand and mode = close. After how many expansion steps we switch to a closure step is not important at the textbook level. At this point our TBrules will be non-deterministic: either one of the TB-rules 3 -6 performs an expansion or TB-rule 8 just switches to mode = close. The function clsubst(T) yields for a tableau T the list of all closing substitutions, more precisely clsubst(T) is the list of all substitutions such that for every branch B 2 T there are formulas :A and C on B with being the most general uni er of A and C. If clsubst(ctab) is not empty the current tableau is closed and we have nished. This is indicated by setting mode to success.
If clsubst(ctab) is empty we switch back to expansion mode, do some more expansions and test again for closure. There are situations when a tableau is exhausted, i.e. further expansion is not possible. The rules we have explained so far would run into an in nite loop, while the answer fail could have been given. We will use a function exhausted, that tells us when a tableau cannot be expanded any more. Exhausted tableaus will be reached eventually in propositional logic, but in rst-order logic only if no -rule is involved.
We represent formulas as elements of a universe, called Fml. In later renements this will be replaced by a more concrete representation of formulas. Branches are considered as lists of formulas and thus belong to the universe Branch = Fml . Tableaus are considered as lists of branches and belong to the universe Tableau = Branch . This simple representation of tableaus su ces for our purposes. There is a basic universe Subst for substitutions in TB-states, which again for an implementation will be replaced by a more concrete representation.
Which formula on which branch will be used in the next expansion step is controlled by the functions nxtfml and nxtbranch. Again Let us point out that it is possible to replace in later re nements di erent occurences of the same function by di erent re nements. So we will re ne in subsection 6.1 the function update applied to branches in one way and update applied to tableaus in another way.
We furthermore use two counters, called varcount and fcount, that will be used to create new variables, via the otherwise unspeci ed function rename, and new function symbols, via the otherwise unspeci ed function inst needed in the -resp. -rule.
TB-Rules
The execution of a set of ASM-rules terminates if a state M is reached that does not satisfy the condition of any of the rules. All TB-rules contain in their condition mode = expand or mode = close. Execution will terminate if mode = success or mode = fail is reached. We will use the functions fmltype to obtain the type of a formula according to the uniform notation introduced by Smullyan and the functions fst-comp and snd-comp to access the rst resp. the second component of a formula. Even in the case that there is only one component we will use fst-comp. 
Correctness and Completeness
For any dynamic symbol f we denote by f n its interpretation in the state De nition 2 We call an in nite computation a fair computation if it satis es the following conditions for every n 0: 1. there is some m n such that mode m = close.
2. for any branch B in ctab n and for any 2 B there is some m n such that either mode m = success or the tableau rule for has been applied on all branches C in ctab m that extend B. By this we mean, that for all branches C 2 ctab m with B C there is k, n k < m such that cfml k = and B cbranch k+1 C. The condition 1 guarantees that again and again an attempt is made to close the tableau.
Note that condition 2 requires that, unless eventually mode n = success is reached, a -formula is applied in nitely often on each branch, since applications of the -rule do not remove from the branch. Before we begin the proof of theorem 2 we will dispose of some neccessary preparations, so we will not have to interrupt the argument later on. Proof: see e.g. 6].
Now we come back to the proof of theorem 2.
The sequence of TB-states gives us in particular an in nite sequence ctab n of tableaus. Let us assume for the sake of this completeness proof that the update function applied to branches does not physically delete formulas, but only makes them inaccessible. On the other hand the update function applied to tableaus really deletes branches. If we de ne for two tableaus T 1 , T 2 the relation T 1 T 2 to mean that for any branch B 1 2 T 1 there is B 2 2 T 2 with B 1 B 2 , then we observe that we have ctab n ctab n+1 for all n. For brevity we write T n instead of ctab n . Remember that T 0 consists of just one branch f: g . We want to combine the sequence T n of nite tableaus into one in nite tableau T. The union S n 0 T n is a set of nite sequences of formulas
and thus not what we want. A chain in S n 0 T n is a , possibly in nite, sequence B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k ; : : : of branches, such that for all 0 < i B i?1 B i .
We may now de ne T to be the set of all S C for all chains C in S n 0 T n . If C =< B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k > is a nite chain in S n 0 T n then S C = B k . Thus T contains nite and in nite branches. The fairness condition 2 guarantees that for any in nite branch C of T and any -formula 2 C there is an in nite set V C; of variables, such that fst-comp( )(x) 2 C for every variable x 2 V C; . To be precise, fairness tells us that the -rule is applied in nitely often for on the branch C and the fact that each -rule application uses a new free variable tells us that V C; is in nite. We may thus nd a substitution such that for each in nite branch C of T and each -formula 2 C the set (V C; ) is the set of all ground terms in the signature containing also all new function symbols introduced by -rule applications. Let T = (T) be the tree that arises from T by applying to every label of T, also T n = (T n ). A branch P in T is called consistent if it does not contain two complementary literals. Since an in nite branch is consistent if and only if all its nite inital segments are consistent, let us focus on the set of nite branches S n 0 T n for the moment. Let S be the subset of S n 0 T n that consists of all consistent branches. If S were nite, we could nd a natural number n large enough, such that no branch of T n is a member of S, i.e. every branch in T n is closed. Thus would be a closing substitution for ctab n . By the fairness condition 1 there is some m n with mode m = close and since any branch of (ctab m ) contains some branch of (ctab n ) as initial segment, would also be a closing substitution for ctab m and the evalutation sequence would have stopped via TB-rule 1 contrary to the assumption of the theorem.
By K onig`s Lemma there exists an in nite branch B in T , such that B n 2 S for all n, where B n denotes the initial segment of B that is a branch in (T n ). We claim that B is a Hintikka set. By construction B is consistent, i.e. We remark that the results of the previous subsection did not use the TB-rule 7 and thus remain true if we drop this rule. We state without prove the following result which depends on this rule. 
A Search Model for Tableau Calculus
There are various ways to re ne the TB-model of tableau calculus. One could e.g. stick to the idea of closing all branches of the tableau at once and replace the static TB-function clsubst by a description of its computation. We will follow a di erent approach that might be termed branch-oriented and has been adopted in most implementations. The states used in this model will be called S-states. The basic idea is to close a branch as early as possible. At that point it might not be possible to close all other branches, but at least we get rid of one branch and all its possible extensions. The main problem with this procedure is that there may be more than one closing substitution for a branch. The chosen substitution has to be applied to the whole tableau and may thus block the closure of further branches. We will use backtracking to overcome this problem. We introduce a resource bound for branches modelled by the S-function out of bounds. If the bound is reached backtracking is triggered. This is essential, since otherwise the computation ensuing after the choice of a wrong closing substitution for branch B may not terminate and there would be no occasion to pick the correct closing substitution for B. Due to the resource bound the meaning of failure mode in S-states is di erent from its meaning in TB-states. This is re ected in the statement of theorem 7.1 in chapter 5.
In the S-model the closure mode of the TB-model will be replaced by two modes: one still called close, which checks if the computation has already succeeded. If this is not the case the other mode, called select, is entered and controls the selection of closing substitutions for the current branch, backtracking and expansions. Closing substitutions for a branch are not directly represented in S-states, rather a list of complementary pairs is introduced. The closing substitutions are then obtained as the most general uni ers of these pairs.
Let us explicitely point to a design decision, that manifests itself in the S-rules below. There is no direct transition from closure-mode to expansionmode; before an expansion is performed it has to be checked wether the current branch can be closed and only after all available closing substitutions have been tried may expansion may be considered.
S-Universes and -Functions
To model backtracking we introduce an additional universe called Node. Each node represents a stage of the search. With each node t will be associated a tableau, a branch, a formula, a substitution and a list of complementary pairs by the functions tab, s, branch, copairs and fml.
We also need a function father : Node ! Node that imposes a tree structure on Node and directs backtracking: if there is no way to continue search at node t we backtrack to node father(t) and check if there are still unexplored alternatives. The constant root denotes the root node of the tree. If this node is reached via backtracking then there are no more alternatives to be explored and the computation fails. The constant cnode will denote the node currently active.
The TB-function clsubst is replaced by the function s that accumulates the most general uni ers for complementary pairs on all branches. The function copairs depends on a node t and is understood to be the complementary pairs still to be considered for branch(t). The dynamic function copairs is initialized by the external function complpairs : Branch Subst ! (Fml Fml) . Since we store the branches and the accumulated substitution separately, the current substitution has rst to be applied to the potential complementary pair before uni cation is attempted in the de nition of complpairs: complpairs(B; ) = fhA;:Ci j A; :C 2 B; A; C atoms and mgu( (A); (C)) existsg
The function exhausted will no longer be required. THEN EXTEND NODE by t with cnode := t tab(t) := rest(ctab) branch(t) := nxtbranch(rest(ctab)) fml(t) := nxtfml(nxtbranch(rest(ctab))) s(t) := cs mgu(cs(fst(copairs))) copairs(cnode) := rest(copairs(cnode)) mode := close father(t) := cnode S-rule 3 always selects the rst element of the list copairs. This may at rst sight seem too restrictive, but notice that we still have the freedom to choose complpairs as we want to and arrange it in decreasing priority. Add to the universes of M the new universe Node with exactly two elements, n 0 ; n 1 . n 0 is the interpretation of the constant root, n 1 is the interpretation of the constant cnode and furthermore father(n 1 ) = n 0 shall be true in F(M).
S-Rules
All the universes and all rigid functions from M that are still in the vocabulary of S-states are taken over to F(M). The function out of bounds will be de ned below.
The constants ctab, cbranch, cfml from TB-signature serve in the Sstates as values for the correspondingly named functions at the value cnode:
We are of course much more interested in the operational relationship between TB-and S-states.The next subsections are devoted to the proof of: 
Completeness of the S-model
We assume that a successful computation of TB-states M 0 ; : : :; M k is given, i.e. we have M k (mode) = success. We may further assume that the given sequence is a minimal successful computation. If for some 0 < i < k ? 1 we have M i (mode) = close then TB-rule 2 is applied to get M i+1 , since application of TB-rule 7 would lead to mode = fail contradicting our assumptions and application of TB-rule 1 would contradict minimality. But Looking at the rules that may re according to the previous part of the lemma we notice that all tableaus occuring in the S-computation starting with B 0 , current or not, will be subsets of T. Since 2 L is a closing substitution for T it is certainly a closing substitution for B, i.e. complpairs(B; ) 6 = empty.
Thus any substitution with = for an appropriate also satis es complpairs(B; ) 6 = empty.
Proof of 8.3:
We use the notation of the proof of the previous item. Since is an element in L we nd a pair hA;:Ci 2 complpairs(B; ) with (A) = (C). Thus is less speci c than mgu( (A); (C)) and therefore mgu( (A); (C)) less speci c than .
For every i the universe B i (Node) together with the father-relation is a tree. Observe, that no nodes are deleted and that the father-relation, once established between two nodes, is never changed.
Lemma 9 1. Let n,n 0 be arbitrary nodes with n 0 6 = root and father(n 1 ) = n 0 then length(tab(n)) < length(tab(n 0 )) 3. Assume that the node n has been introduced by an application of the select-rule leading to the state B i and let B = B i (cbranch) = B i (cs), then at most length(complpairs(B; )) many sons will be generated for n.
Proof of 9.1:
First we notice that the function tab(n) is never updated by the S-rules from 1 to 5 and rule 6. This explains why we simply wrote tab(n) instead of B i (tab(n)). Only when a new node n 0 is introduced by the select-rule the function value tab(n 0 ) is initialized and as may easily be checked in such a way that the claim of part 1 is true.
Proof of 9.2:
It su ces to notice that mode = close can only be entered through an application of the selection-rule, but this rule always creates a new node, which will be cnode in the resulting S-state.
Proof of 9.3:
When n is created copairs(n) is set to complpairs(B; ). The only rule that can update copairs(n) is the select rule. The closure rule could potentially do this too, but according to part 2 it is never applicable again with cnode = n. The select rule continually decreases copairs(n) and stops creating new sons when copairs(n) = ] is reached.
Proof of Theorem 7.1:
As a consequence of the above lemma, we know an upper bound for the tree B i (Node), which gives also a bound on the number of applications of the select-rule, we know that the computation terminates, say with B m . This is still not enough, we have to exclude B m (mode) = fail. We will argue that for every i such that B m (mode) = close and B i (cs) is less special than some substitution in L there can be no j > i with B j (mode) = fail. This will be proved by induction on the number #ctab of branches in B i (ctab). If #ctab = 0 then B i+1 (mode) = success. So let us consider the induction step:
The closure rule initializes copairs(cnode) with complpairs(cbranch; cs). By lemma 8.3 there is a pair hA;:Ci 2 copairs(cnode) that would lead to a new cs which is again less speci c than some substitution in L. By the niteness of the search there is some k > i such that the selection rule will be applied to B k with hA;:Ci as the rst element in copairs(cnode). But then B k+1 (mode) = close, B k+1 (cs) is less speci c than some substitution in L and #ctab k+1 < #ctab k and the induction hypothesis applies.
Now since B 0 (cs) = empty it is certainly a restriction of (even all) substitutions in L.
Correctness of the S-model
Here we are given a computation of S-states C 0 ; : : :C m with C m (mode) = success and C 0 = F(A 0 ) for some TB-state A 0 and we have to prove that there is a successful computation of TB-states A 0 ; : : : ; A k .
We will associate by induction on j a tableau, denoted by T j , with each A j that only records the extension steps in the sequence of S-states. It will be clear from the de nition that C j (ctab) is always a subtableau of T j . The main step in the de nition is the case, when C j is reached from C j?1 be the application of a -, -, -or -rule. In this case we de ne T j to be obtained from T j?1 by the same operation by which C j (ctab) is obtained from C j?1 (ctab). In the other cases we set T 0 = C 0 (ctab) T j = C j (ctab) if C j has been reached by the backtracking rule.
T j = T j?1 if C j is reached from C j?1 by any other S-rule.
Because of backtracking this is a rather erratic sequence of tableaus, but for any j it is obviously possible to nd a legal sequence of TB-states A 0 ; : : : ; A k(j) with A k(j) (ctab) = T j and that is all we will need. Lemma 10 For every j, 0 j m C j (cs) is a closing substitution for all branches B 2 T j that are not in C j (ctab).
Proof:
We proceed by induction on j and observe that the only rule that changes C j (cs) or the set theoretic di erence T j n C j (ctab) are the backtracking-and the select-rule. The rst rule only brings us back to a case already handled while the second rule increases the set theoretic di erence by one branch B and at the same time specializes the current substitution to a closing substitution for B.
Proof of Theorem 7.2:
Once the lemma is proved we are through. We construct a sequence A 0 ; : : : ; A k of TB-states with A k (ctab) = T m and A k (mode) = close. By the lemma clsubst(ctab) 6 = ] in A k and the TB success rule (TB rule 1) yields A k+1 (mode) = success.
A Re ned Model for Tableau Calculus
In this section we present re nements of the search model of tableau calculus that will eventually lead to a Prolog implementation. We proceed in two steps. In the rst step external functions from the search model will be replaced by internal static functions. In the second step the external function out of bounds will be replaced by using an internal dynamic function. The resulting ASM will thus be more concrete than the previous S-maschine and is for this reason called C-model. It will become clear that the rules which deal with backtracking have a common structure with the rules for the userde ned predicates in the formal model developed for Prolog in 5].
C-models
The concept of a branch will be re ned. Upto now it was a simple list of formulas, now it will be divided into three parts: the formula in focus, the list of formulas still to be expanded , a list of literals. As a consequence the universe Branch is re ned to Fml Fml Lit . To access the components of a branch we will use the abbreviations: unexp = second(cbranch) liter = third(cbranch) ctab = tab(cnode) We observe that cbranch = first(ctab) and cfml = first(cbranch). It can easily be checked that this is always the case. So we remove the updates of cbranch and cfml from all rules for C-ASMs and use the abbreviations: cfml = first(cbranch) cbranch = first(ctab) C-ASMs also contain a concrete resource bound implementing the abstract S-state function out of bounds. To this end the vocabulary contains a rigid constant -bound and a internal dynamic function -count that counts the number of -rule applications in a branch. Incorporating both changes in the S-rules yields the following set of C-rules. The leanT A P theorem prover check that the integrity constraint placed on out of bounds is indead satised, which is simple. Furthermore it is easily checked that the concretisation leads to a one-to-one correspondence between S-and C-rules with the exception of the last rule. C-rule 11 eliminates the non-determinism of the S-rule system. Any successful C-computation is obviously also a successful S-computation. The only obstacles for the reverse inclusion to be true are applications of S-rule 11 with cfml not a literal. Whenever this happens we insert before the application of this rule additional expansion C-rules till fmltype(cfml) = lit is true and then continue with C-rule 11. These additions never obstruct any of the following rule applications, so that also the C-computation will reach mode = success.
A Prolog Model for Tableau Calculus
We call the re nement of the tableau calculus presented in this section the Prolog model, because it follows closely the execution of the Prolog program given in gure 3. This program implements in an extremely concise form a remarkably e cient theorem prover, see 1] for more details. One could use the AMS for the operational semantics of prolog developped in ] to bridge the gap between the program given in gure 3 and the P-ASM rules of this section. The leanT A P program uses the set of variables that have been used in a -rule application on a branch to compute the -bound. We stick to the version already used in the C-ASMs. This is certainly only a minor point since the length of the list of these variables in the program always equals -count .
P-ASM Rules
There are two main di erences between the C-rule system from the previous section and the P-rule system to be presented. In the C-rule system the list of complementary pairs was supplied by the rigid function complpairs, then stored in the dynamic function copairs and tried one after the other, creating backtracking nodes on the way. In the P-system the complementary pairs are generated one after the other by comparing the literals on the branch with the current formula, which at the time when select mode is called, is also a literal. Again backtracking nodes are generated.
In the P-ASM the list liter of literals on the current branch is changed during the computation of all complementary pairs. In case that none of the complementary pairs led to success we will have arrived at liter = ] and some further expansion should be tried. At that point the old set of literals liter should again be available. This is made possible by the introduction of another extension of universe NODE in P-rule 6. Note that this only makes sense if further extension is possible, i.e. in case 
